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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2004. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: N/A.
Brand New Book. The building of the railways in Britain in the nineteenth century was the greatest
ever industrial undertaking in the world to that time. Financed by private enterprise rather than the
state, the schemes to build new lines were characterised both by their ambition and by their need
for huge amounts of capital. The most ambitious of all of the individual entrepreneurs, and for long
the most successful, was George Hudson, the Railway King , whose establishment of York as the hub
of an ever-growing network of lines brought him huge wealth and great fame. Already a wealthy
businessman and Lord Mayor of York before the advent of the railways, Hudson seized the
opportunity they presented with both hands. He became an MP, lived in style and entertained
lavishly. While his early lines were profitable, later ones were not. Ever more deeply committed, at a
time when accounting standards were lax, he hid inconvenient figures until brought down by a
question at a shareholders meeting in 1849. Disgraced, he fled to the Continent, his name
synonymous with fraudulent capitalism at its most brazen. This new biography is...
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This ebook may be worth getting. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to likely to read through again once more down the road.
You will not sense monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Golden Fla tley-- Mr . Golden Fla tley

It in a of the best publication. It is among the most remarkable publication i have read through. Your lifestyle period will be change once you complete
reading this article publication.
-- Cr ysta l Rolfson-- Cr ysta l Rolfson
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